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PHOTOMETRY OF RS Oph AFTER THE 2006 OUTBURSTy
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In February 2006, the reurrent nova RS Oph has undergone its �rst outburst for thisentury. On February 14th, 2006 it reahed 4:m4 (Narumi et al., 2006) and began todeline. In late May, the brightness of the star had already returned to its pre-outburstlevel of V = 10:m5{11:m5 (see O'Brien et al., 2006, and AAVSO light urves for moredetails).CCD photometry of this reurrent nova has been seured with the 120-m telesopeat OHP. With an 1024 � 1024 CCD, the �eld of view is 11:08 � 11:08. Our aim was toinvestigate the variability on time sales from minutes to days after the 2006 reurrentnova outburst.Our B; V;R (Johnson{Cousins) measurements are summarized in Table 1. As om-parison stars we have used SAO 141899 (HD 162215, V = 9:307; B = 10:513; R = 8:601)and GSC 0509400061 (USNO 0825-11335145, V = 11:494; B = 12:199; R = 11:040). Theredution was done in a way similar to Chevalier & Ilovaisky (1991) using average extin-tion from June 2006. In order to searh for rapid variability, we performed time-resolveddi�erential CCD photometry in B band. This proedure involved the repeated measure-ment of RS Oph relative to our main omparison stars SAO 141899 and set of stars in the�eld. Eah observational run onsisted of a series of exposures in B band, with exposuretime � 40 se. In Table 2 we give the start of the run, its duration, number of the pointsobtained, the minimal and maximal value of B magnitude, the mean B magnitude, andthe standard deviation (�B = q 1(N�1) Pi(Bi �B)2) alulated from all points in the run.In Fig. 1 we plot time-resolved B magnitudes. The behaviour of �B for the stars in the�eld is illustrated in Fig. 2.Table 1. BV R magnitudes of RS Oph. Typial error of our measurement is �0:015 magDate of obs. UT JD 24. . . B V Ryyyy/dd/mm2006/06/06 22.92 53893.454 12.702 | 10.2412006/06/09 0.53 53895.522 12.732 11.373 10.2242006/06/09 2.02 53895.584 12.734 11.404 10.2222006/06/09 23.99 53896.499 12.734 11.396 10.2212006/06/10 23.44 53897.477 12.722 11.405 10.2322006/06/11 1.73 53897.571 12.734 11.394 10.230yBased on observations obtained with the 120-m telesope at the Observatoire de Haute-Provene.
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Table 2. Time-resolved B band photometryDate of obs. UT-start length Npts B B �Byyyy/mm/dd h [h℄ min/max mean [mag℄2006/06/06 21.258 5.16 136 12.680/12.738 12.708 0.0142006/06/08 20.704 5.28 144 12.680/12.730 12.706 0.0112006/06/09 20.558 4.28 100 12.702/12.747 12.727 0.0122006/06/10 23.515 2.47 66 12.710/12.745 12.730 0.008

Figure 1. Time resolved CCD photometry of RS Oph obtained in June 2006 with the 120-m telesopeof OHP in B band. The date when the observation started is displayed in YYYY/MM/DD format. Noshort term variability (ikering) with total amplitude �B > 0:m06 has been deteted on minute-to-hourtime sale. The behaviour of the hek star is plotted in Fig. 3
From Table 2 and Fig. 1, we derive upper limits of the variability: �B � 0:m06, andaording to Table 1: �V � 0:m035, and �R � 0:m02. To the best of our knowledge, theseare the �rst observations when the minute-to-day photometri variability of RS Oph inthe optial is so low.
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Figure 2. The standard deviation for the stars in the CCD �eld. Left panel: 2006/06/06 | rosses,2006/06/08 | irles. Right panel: 2006/06/09 | rosses, 2006/06/10 | squares. The three brightestobjets inluding RS Oph, are indiated on the right panel only. There is no lear departure of RS Ophfrom the behaviour expeted for a star of onstant brightness. SAO 141899 has been used asomparison star and its �B � 0
Our B band light urves (see Fig. 1) are onsiderably di�erent from those obtainedwith similar setup between the 1985 and 2006 outbursts (examples of the ikering of RSOph an be seen in Dobrzyka et al., 1996, and Sokoloski et al., 2001). The ikering ofRS Oph is known sine a long time. However, no systemati investigations of its propertieshave been made to date. The previous observations in B band (see Table 3), revealedstrong variability on the minute-to-hour time sale.Table 3. Observations of RS Oph in B band on minute-to-hour time sale. In the table are given the date ofobservations, the amplitude of the B band variability, �B , and the referene.Date of obs. �B �B Refereneyyyy/mm/dd [mag℄ [mag℄1983/07/14 0.32 0.07 Bruh, 19921983/07/18 0.38 0.06 Bruh, 19921983/08/14 0.34 0.07 Bruh, 19921993/06/06 0.19 0.07 Dobrzyka et al., 19961993/06/07 0.28 0.06 Dobrzyka et al., 19961993/06/09 0.24 0.05 Dobrzyka et al., 19961997/09/02 0.36 Sokoloski et al., 20012002/16/06 0.330 0.057 Gromadzki et al., 20062002/08/27 0.275 0.047 Gromadzki et al., 20062006/June <0:05 <0:020 this paperUsually, the variability of RS Oph on ikering time sale has an amplitude of �B �0:m20{0:m35 and typial �B � 0:m05{0:m07. During our June 2006 observations, we did notdetet suh a variability. On the panels for 2006/06/06 and 2006/06/08 in Fig. 1, one ansee fading of RS Oph with 0:m05 during both nights. Our experiments have shown thatthis trend is probably real, although part of it an be due to the extintion. Is this fadingreal or not does not hange our main result that the ikering of RS Oph is absent.The disappearane of the ikering of RS Oph indiates that the aretion disk aroundthe white dwarf has been demolished by the 2006 outburst. We an ompute the ap-
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proximate time to rebuild it, as the time needed the matter to ross the aretion disk(visous time sale). An estimation of this time is �t = 2(R=H)2R3=2=3�pGM , whereR is the outer radius of the aretion disk, and M is the white dwarf mass. For a typialShakura{Sunyaev aretion disk, we an use � � 0:1{0.2, (R=H) � 10. Using parametersappropriate for RS Oph, R � 10{20 R�, M � 1:4 M�, we derive �t � 160{800 days.It will be very interesting: (1) to follow the re-appearane of ikering; (2) to detetwhether it will appear �rst on minutes or on hour time sale; (3) to ompare the behaviourof the aretion disk after a nova explosion (RS Oph) and after a jet-ejetion as observedin CH Cyg (Sokoloski & Kenyon, 2003).Aknowledgements: We have used IRAF for data proessing, and AAVSO dataduring the interpretation of these results. This program has been supported by the CentreNational de la Reherhe Sienti�que (CNRS, Division des Relations Internationales).We thank Dr. S. Ilovaisky and Mr. D. Gravallon for their help and support during theseobservations.

Figure 3. To illustrate the quality of our data, we plot the behaviour of the hek star HD 162215obtained in the same way as RS Oph's data in Fig. 1
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